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True or False
Follow the instructions to complete the activity. 

Page
1 of 1

Using the information in Forensics, verify whether the following information is true or false. 
Check your answers in the book. List the page number where you found your information 
beside your answer.

True

False

Page
Number

The fictional character François‑Eugène 
Vidocq’s exploits have inspired books, 
TV shows, and movies in both English 
and French.

Statement 1

True

False

Page
Number

To make a print visible on a hard 
surface like a metal cash box, police  
use a hard brush to dust powder over 
the area. 

Statement 2

True

False

Page
Number

Fingerprint cards bear the marks of 
every finger. Statement 3

True

False

Page
Number

Experts have agreed that the CSI effect 
sways most juries today.

Statement 4

True

False

Page
Number

All fingerprints are unique and do not 
change as a person ages.

Statement 5
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Fill in the Blanks
Follow the instructions to complete the activity. 

NAME

DATE
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Use the information found in Forensics to help you complete the following activity.

1.  Because of the CSI effect, investigators are now under more pressure to  

find   .

2.  People who are arrested are photographed so that their  can be kept 
on file and used in future investigations.

3.  evidence proved Anthony Wright’s innocence, and pointed to a man  
 named Ronnie Byrd.

4.  Many crime shows begin with the discovery of a body but no   
to the crime.

5.   was buried wearing a golden funerary mask.

6.   is a good source of DNA, but only in the root. 

Reference: All Pages
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Timeline 
Follow the instructions to complete the activity.

NAME

DATE

Page
1 of 1Reference: Pages 28–29

Number the events below in the order they should appear on the timeline. Write the number  
in the box beside each event. Check your answers with pages 28 and 29 of the book.

The Innocence Project is founded at 
the Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law 
in New York. The organization works 
to free the wrongly convicted through 
DNA testing.

In Austria, Karl Landsteiner discovers 
that human blood can be grouped into 
four main types.

Dutch scientist Frits Zernike invents  
the phase‑contrast microscope.  
It lets investigators look at the parts  
of blood cells.

A U.S. Congress report shows that  
the number of DNA tests taking more 
than 30 days to complete increased by 
85 percent over a 6‑year period.

Alec Jeffreys at the University of 
Leicester in England finds the first 
“genetic fingerprint” in blood.

In Germany, Paul Uhlenhuth creates the 
precipitin test, which can tell if blood is 
from a human or an animal. 

British scientist Brian Culliford finds that 
blood protein is unique to an individual.

In the United States, the DNA  
Databank goes into operation.  
This is a national collection of DNA 
samples from certain criminals.

1900 1920 1940 1960 1980 20202000

51 32 4 6 7 8
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Know Your Numbers
Follow the instructions to complete the activity. 

NAME

DATE

Page
1 of 1Reference: All Pages

D. 99.6

About this many years ago, one of the first laws  
that asked for evidence as proof of a crime was 
written by King Hammurabi of Babylon.

In 2006, CSI averaged about this many million 
viewers per week.

Advanced Fingerprint Identification Technology 
(AFIT) improved fingerprint matching accuracy to 
this percent.

F. 98

In 2019, the International Criminal Police 
Organization’s (INTERPOL’s) fingerprint database  
was used to identify more than this many people.

C. 25.2

E. 1,600

B. 33

On television, a DNA sample test takes about this 
many seconds.

A. 4,000

The social media site Facebook says it can identify 
people’s faces accurately this percent of the time.

Using the information in Forensics, select an answer from the right and write its letter in the 
box beside the matching statement.
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Map Activity
Follow the instructions to complete the activity.

NAME

DATE

Page
1 of 1Reference: Page 45

Using the information on page 45 of the book, fill in the blanks with the name of  
each location. Using information found in the book and online research, briefly  
describe the forensics lab found in each location. 

1

2

3

Washington

Oregon

California

Nevada

A l a s k a

Idaho

Montana

Wyoming

Utah

Colorado
Kansas

Oklahoma

Missouri

Arkansas

Louisiana
Mississippi Alabama Georgia

Florida

Tennessee

Kentucky
Virginia

West
Virginia

North
Carolina

South
CarolinaTexas

New Mexico

Arizona

Nebraska
Iowa

South
Dakota

North Dakota

Minnesota Wisconsin

Michigan

Illinois Indiana
Ohio Pennsylvania

New
York

Maine

Massachusetts

New Hampshire
Vermont

Rhode Island
Connecticut

New Jersey

Delaware
Maryland

250 Miles

250 Kilometers0

 United States

 Other Countries

 Water

Legend

Scale

1

2
3
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Quiz
Test your knowledge by answering these quiz questions. 

NAME

DATE

Page
1 of 1

1 Which celebrity death was called into question because the autopsy report did not 
match the body?

2 Through a CT scan scientists learned that King Tut had a club foot and which kind  

of disease?

3 Who created the first fingerprint ID system for use in crime fighting?

4 In which year was a test created to tell if blood came from a human or animal?

5 What is the name of the fictional detective known for his clever use of forensics?

6  To preserve a shoe or tire print in the snow, what is it sprayed with?

7 Which year did CSI: Crime Scene Investigation go on the air?

8 In 2004, how many errors were found in DNA tests in one Washington state lab?

Reference: All Pages
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Key Words Match-Up
Write the words from the list below in the box above the  
correct definition for each word.

NAME

DATE

Page
1 of 1

cold case
compromised
cutting-edge
defile
forensics

forged
mere
petty
ruse
simulation

1.  
illegally created or changed a document

2.  
a crime that has been left unsolved  
for a long time

3.  
the smallest or slightest amount

4.  
reduced in value or usefulness

5.  
small or not very important 

6.  
the most advanced

7.  
a trick or lie used to get someone  
to do something

8.  
to dishonor or to make  
something impure

9.  
a copy or demonstration of an act  
or process

10.  
the results of a scientific test done  
to help solve a crime

Your
Score is
Your

Score is

      %

KEY WORDS

Reference: All Pages
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1 John Dillinger

2 A bone disease

3 Juan Vucetich

4 1900

5 Sherlock Holmes

6 Wax

7 2000 

8 23

Quiz Answer Key
Compare your quiz answers with the answer key below.

Reference: All Pages
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